The Ideal Smart Lock
for Businesses.
RemoteLock’s OpenEdge series of smart locks
can be remotely controlled and managed from
the cloud. RemoteLock’s industry-leading SaaS,
EdgeState, integrates connected locks into a
single point of control.
The RemoteLock OpenEdge BG is the perfect
solution for medium enterprises, commercial
properties, and offices.
This powerful, business grade Wi-Fi smart lock
allows users to lock and unlock doors remotely
and receive text alerts when codes are used.
Users can also issue new codes, delete existing
codes, and provide temporary access to guests,
all from a smartphone or computer.
The OpenEdge BG works directly with onpremises Wi-Fi service and doesn’t require a thirdparty gateway or controller.
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The OpenEdge BG is perfect for many
deployment scenarios, including:
Any enterprise, commercial office, retail operation
or property management application, delivering
control and the ability to monitor access. The
modern, stylish design of the lock is powered by
RemoteLock’s proven Wi-Fi smart lock technology
to deliver enterprise and business grade features.
RemoteLock EdgeState users can manage doors
remotely, monitor lock usage, and even receive
text or email alerts. Schedules and Lock Groups
can be created to provide users with the access
they need, only when and where it is needed.
The OpenEdge BG can be integrated with all of
RemoteLock’s partner integrations to provide
robust feature sets and streamlined booking
options.
RemoteLock Wi-Fi technology has been
embedded into the lock body, making it unlike
any other lock on the market. Manage one or
thousands of connected smart locks from the
EdgeState platform.
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Ideal for many scenarios.

Hospitality
and Airbnb

Multi-Family
and MDU

Light
Commercial

Included

Interior and Exterior of Lock
Spring Latch
Two Override Keys
Mounting Hardware

Features

Wi-Fi enabled (requires no on-site controller or
gateway) for standard Wi-Fi connectivity

Specifications

Durable, Weather-Resistant Steel

Two-touch button for quick locking

Individual Silicone Buttons with
Crystal Top

Up to 3,500 user codes or guest access codes

Lock Is Non Handed and Fits Doors

Store up to 2,000 access events

Hung On the Left or Right

Lockout functionality after 5 incorrect code
attempts

4 AA Batteries for Power
(Not Included)

Low battery warning indicator

5/16” (8mm) Spring Loaded Spindle

Works with RemoteLock ACS wired solutions

Supports 2 3/8 inch (60mm) or 2 3/4 inch
(70mm) latch (Mortise latch support available
on request)

Locks can be keyed alike by locksmith
View access history in real-time and develop
detailed reports

Supports Door Thickness of 1 3/8” 2 3/8” (35mm - 60mm)

Suitable for internal and external applications
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